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The Nixon Resignation at 40 Years

■ Student Activity: All the President’s Men Virtual Tour

■ Teacher Resource: Listen in on Interviews

■ Student Activity: Watergate Forty Years After the Scandal

■ Editorial Cartoon Activity: Herblock | National Security Blanket

■ Editorial Cartoon Reprints: Herblock 

■ Editorial Cartoons Questions: Herblock | Visual Commentary, 1972-1974

■ Editorial Cartoons: Answers | Visual Commentary, 1972-1974

■ Post Commentary: Ruth Marcus: The continuing relevance of Watergate
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W atergate is almost history. Forty-two years since 
the break-in that made two young Washington 
Post reporters wonder why the White House press 
secretary would dismiss it as “ a third-rate burglary.” 

And later, Republican Senator Howard Baker, vice chairman of 
the Senate Watergate Committee, would ask a defining question, 
“What did the president know, and when did he know it?” 

Forty years since 
investigative reporting and 
the Senate investigation 
resulted in the resignation of 
the president of the United 
States. In four decades 
many of its older key figures 
have passed away, and a 
flourish of books have been 
published by remaining 
eyewitnesses.

The Washington Post won the Pulitzer Prize for Watergate 
coverage. Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein won accolades 
for both their reporting and All the President’s Men, the story of 
how they covered the story. Robert Redford’s All the President’s 
Men is on the American Film Institute’s 100 Years … 100 
Movies list of the “greatest American films of all time.”

In these activities, we encourage teachers to introduce students 
to the Watergate story. A story of the presidency, of investigative 
journalism, of facts and secrets and the First Amendment.
 

WASHINGTONPOST.COM; CHARLES TASNADI/ASSOCIATED PRESS

New tapes reveal Nixon admitting criminality again 
and again.



Name ___________________________________________________________ Date _____________________________

All the President’s Men Virtual Tour
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein were not the only Washington Post writers to report the break-in of the 
offices of the Democratic National Committee in the Watergate office complex and subsequent stories. But it 
became the story of these young reporters who were “called in to work on the story.”

Gene Roberts, former managing editor of The New York Times has called the work of Woodward and Bernstein 
“maybe the single greatest reporting effort of all time.” For its investigation of the Watergate case, The 
Washington Post won the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service in 1973.  

In 1994, Woodward and Bernstein co-wrote All the President’s Men. It is the account of how they pursued the 
story. Familiar Washington landmarks make their appearance — The Lincoln Memorial, Jefferson Memorial, 
Library of Congress, Capitol and White House. Those who live in the D.C. area will identify the Kennedy 
Center, The Watergate complex, Lafayette Square and Department of Justice. Locate them on a map of D.C.

Before or as you read All the President’s Men, you might visit these websites. Each place figures in the story. 
The more adventurous could use the street addresses to plan your own All the President’s Men tour.

❏ Watergate Hotel and Office Complex
2600 Virginia Avenue, NW
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/06/16/40-years-on-
watergate-crime-scene-is-forgotten
   “40 years on, Watergate crime scene is forgotten”
Headquarters of the Democratic National Committee 
was located on the sixth floor.
Nearest Metro: Foggy Bottom

❏ Howard Johnson Motor Lodge
2601 Virginia Avenue, NW
http://encyclopedia.gwu.edu/index.php?title=Hall_on_
Virginia_Avenue_(HOVA)
   Now GWU student housing; in the former HoJo, 

room 723 was used for eavesdropping.
Nearest Metro: Foggy Bottom

❏ Meeting Place with Deep Throat
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-
way/2014/06/16/322550439/garage-where-post-
reporter-met-deep-throat-to-be-demolished
 “Garage Where ‘Post’ Reporter Met Deep Throat 
to Be Demolished”
1401 Wilson Blvd. and 1400 Key Blvd., Arlington, 
Virginia
Nearest Metro: Rosslyn or walk across Key Bridge 
from Georgetown

WASHINGTONPOST.COMWatergate Hotel and Office Complex on the Potomac River
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❏ The Washington Post
1150 15th Street, NW, 
Washington, D.C.
www.washingtonpost.com
http://digiday.com/publishers/
one-year-bezos-washington-
post-changed/
   Here is where you do need 
to turn to the movie to see The 
Post’s physical appearance in 
the 1970s. Although filmed 
on a sound stage, the set 
designers sought authenticity 
— typewriters, dial telephones, blue and orange filing 
cabinets and even using Post newspapers and trash. 
Renovation of several years ago removed the desks 
where Woodward and Bernstein sat and the conference 
room. 
   In her book Personal History, Katharine Graham, 
who was president and publisher of The Post at this 
time, wrote: “In the end, we didn’t allow filming in the 
newsroom. ... Instead, an exact duplicate of The Post’s 
newsroom, including the stickers on Ben’s secretary’s 
desk, was created in Hollywood (for a mere $450,000 
it was reported), and in the interests of authenticity, 
several tons of assorted papers and trash from the desks 
throughout our newsroom were shipped to California 
for props. We did cooperate to the extent of allowing 
the filmmakers to shoot the entrance to the newspaper 
building, elevators and certain production facilities, 
as well as a scene in the parking lot.”
   In 2016, The Washington Post will move to a building 
on K Street. http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/
digger/wp/2014/05/23/washington-post-signs-lease-
for-new-headquarters/
Nearest Metro: McPherson Square, Farragut North

❏ Bob Woodward’s Former 
Apartment
1718 P Street, NW, Washington, 
D.C.
Check for a flowerpot on the 
balcony. He lived in apartment 
617, not 519 as in the movie.
Nearest Metro: Dupont Circle 

❏ Carl Bernstein’s Adams 
Morgan Former Place
Corner of Biltmore and 19th 
streets

http://articles.baltimoresun.com/1995-06-25/
features/1995176044_1_adams-morgan-pollack-baby-
stroller
When Carl Bernstein married writer Nora Ephron in 
1976, they lived in The Ontario. Her Heartburn is 
based on their life in the building. You can easily be 
persuaded to stop at one of the many ethnic restaurants 
or ice cream shops in Adams Morgan.
Nearest Metro: Woodley Park/Zoo

❏ Home of Katharine Graham
http://tdclassicist.blogspot.com/2013/06/katharine-
graham-georgetown.html
Katharine Graham, Georgetown
2920 R Street, NW
Across the street from Oak Hill Cemetery where 
she is buried. 
Nearest Metro: Foggy Bottom

   And just in case you were wondering when you walked by the Watergate 
or observed it from Washington Harbor in Georgetown

   In early August, two combined units, Nos. 604 and 605, were on sale for $3.4 
million. The combined units had 3,250 square feet of interior living space as well 
as 1,000 square feet of balcony space. “Recently renovated, this home has three 
bedrooms, three baths, a library, a large formal dining room, an expansive living 
room and a wine room with a bar with Lalique glass panels. The price includes 
garage parking for three cars.”

WASHINGTONPOST.COM
Mrs. Graham confers with reporters Carl Bernstein 
and Bob Woodward in the Post newsroom in 1972.
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Listen in on Interviews
We have provided you with six interviews to get you started. Review them to determine which of these may be 
used for classroom discussion while reading All the President’s Men or for research.

❏ Forty years after 
Watergate: Carl 
Bernstein and Dan 
Rather with CNN’s Candy 
Crowley
August 3, 2014
“State of the Nation with 
Candy Crowley”
http://cnnpressroom.
blogs.cnn.
com/2014/08/03/
forty-years-after-
watergate-carl-bernstein-
dan-rather-with-cnns-
candy-crowley/

❏ Special Program: A 
Conversation with Bob 
Woodward on the 40th 
Anniversary of Watergate
June 13, 2012
Newseum
http://www.newseum.org/
programs/2012/0613-
special-program/a-
conversation-with-bob-
woodward-on-the-40th-
anniversary-of-watergate.
html

❏ Frost Nixon Interview 
Watergate Tapes
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jw6LhKCYUCQ

❏ ICYMI: Carl Bernstein 
and Bob Woodward panel 
discussion on the 40th 
anniversary of Nixon’s 
resignation
July 31, 2014
The Washington Post
http://www.
washingtonpost.com/
pr/wp/2014/07/31/
icymi-carl-bernstein-
and-bob-woodward-
panel-discussion-on-
the-40th-anniversary-of-
nixons-resignation/ and 
also see http://www.veooz.
com/news/fHNUZkV.html

❏ Nixon Presidential 
Library and Museum: 
Watergate
www.nixonlibrary.gov
Select “Explore the 
Evidence” to access 
White House tapes

❏ “Nixon reframes 
Watergate scandal 
in rereleased 1983 
interviews”
www.latimes.com/nation/
la-na-nixon-watergate-
20140806-story.html
Article and Nixon videos



Watergate Forty Years After the Scandal
   Watergate is almost history. Investigative reporting and a Senate investigation resulted in the resignation of 
the president of the United States. Executive privilege was examined. Many of its older key figures have passed 
away, and a flourish of books have been published by remaining eyewitnesses as four decades have passed.
In his introduction to the Watergate at 40 articles, videos and reflections, Washington Post reporter Marc Fisher 
asks: Did Richard M. Nixon’s misdeeds and downfall strip the nation of its innocence or affirm the resilience of 
the American system? 
   We might also ask: Was The Washington Post’s decision to continue covering the story beyond the WHAT, 
WHEN and WHERE of a break-in at the Democratic National Committee offices to the WHO and WHY 
an affirmation of the role of the press in a democracy? In what ways did Ben Bradley, Katharine Graham and 
others make reporters accountable for what they reported? 

1. Listen to the Post TV program, “Watergate Forty Years After the Scandal.”
 http://www.washingtonpost.com/posttv/national/watergate-forty-years-after-the-scan     
 dal/2012/06/11/gJQABNYiVV_video.html] Discuss the perspective that different individuals provide. 
 Begin with these eight quotations.

“What we did was 
a newspaper’s defined 
job which is to keep 
the story alive when 
they were trying 
to hush it up.” 
   
                  — Katharine Graham, 
                          former publisher,

The Washington Post 

 
 “No reporter from The Washington Post 
 is ever to be in the White House.  Is that 
 clear? … Never in the White House.”
      
   — President Richard M. Nixon, 
   December 11, 1972

 “I had a lunch with Katharine Graham    
 and she asked, “When is the whole  story 
 going to come out?” … It was  so concealed,
 it looked like never. … “Never? Don’t 
 tell me never.” To have the boss, the    
 publisher, understand what we’re  doing and  
 not just backing it, but saying go all the    
 way. Do not give up on this story. Don’t 
 tell me never.”
     — Bob Woodward

 “And we really covered this like local    
 reporters would. If you see the movie 
 All the President’s Men, you see the non-  
  glamorous nature of this shoe leather   
  endeavor.”         — Carl Bernstein
  
 “It was a tribute to the importance of careful  
 reporting.”
    — Donald Graham, former chairman, 
                                               The Washington Post Company

 “I don’t think there has been such an event   
 in my lifetime that has had such an impact   
 on journalism.”  
                — Tom Brokaw

 “If you’re looking for the moment that    
 people kind of stepped up and did their job   
 in a non-partisan way. It was in February   
 1973 when the Senate was presented 
 with a resolution to set up the Watergate    
 committee. The vote was 77 to zero.”
   — Bob Woodward

 “It was the biggest story of our time and we  
 got it right.”
      — Donald Graham, former chairman,                                                                
                                                    The Washington Post Company

WASHINGTONPOST.COM
Katherine Graham
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2. How important are the White House tapes to the investigation?
 A. Richard Ben-Veniste served as the chief of the Watergate Task Force of the Watergate Special Prosecutor’s  
       Office from 1973 to 1975. What did he say in the video about the significance of the White House tapes?

 B. Historians examine events, actions and statements to explain their meaning in context. What does    
      presidential historian Timothy Naftali’s comment indicate about the significance of the White House    
  tapes?

  “When Richard Nixon taped, he assumed that he would be the only one to listen 
  to those tapes unless he decided to let somebody else listen to them. He owned them. 
  He was the last president to have that assumption. Presidential papers became     
  public property as a result of Watergate. And that, I believe, constituted a new 
  check on presidential power.”

3. Discuss one of the concepts presented in “Watergate Forty Years After the Scandal.”

4. Whose voices and perspectives on the Watergate investigation are missing from this video? 

5. If you were to add one person to interview and include in the 40-year retrospective, who would it be?    
 Provide five questions you would ask.
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1. What does each of these details in the May 1973   
 cartoon represent?
 a. American flag
 b. Burglar’s mask
 c. Forged letters
 d. Male hiding behind the flag
 e. Pipes, flashlight and crowbar
 f. Satchel of money  labeled “Mexico”
 g. Tapes and headphone

2. Select one of the seven details or another included 
   in the Herblock cartoon. What does it reveal about  

 Herblock’s knowledge of current events? 

 3. What do all the details reveal of his point of view  
 about information that has been divulged by different 

   individuals?

Herblock 
May 27, 1973  |  National Security Blanket



Herblock  

June 20, 1972 | Who Would Think of Doing Such a Thing?

March 11, 1974 | Untitled

June 26, 1973 |  Nixon awash in his office

August 9, 1974 | Resignation
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Herblock | Visual Commentary, 1972-1974

President Richard M. Nixon was not the only subject of the editorial cartoons of Herblock 
in the three-year period, but he was a recurring presence in the op-ed pages. Four of 
Herblock’s cartoons are collected. You may use the Watergate Story Timeline and Key 
Characters as well as the cartoons to answer the following questions.

June 20, 1972  | “Who Would Think of Doing Such a Thing?” 
 1. Herblock is commenting on an event. What was the event? When and where did it take place?
 2. Who do the two figures on the left represent?
 3. Five figures appear in the cartoon. Two are labeled. What do they have to do with the event?
 4. Who is the remaining individual? Why do you think his right hand is raised?
 5. Comment on Herblock’s use of labels. What do they add to the visual commentary?

June 26, 1973 | Nixon awash in his office 
 1. Where is this cartoon set? How do you know?
 2. The title of this editorial cartoon is a play on words. What does “awash” mean?
 3. Review the events of January-June 1973. Summarize the events that were taking place in regards to the  
     burglary, wiretapping and other political spying and sabotage.
 4. Who is the lone figure in the image?
 5. What would you label the wave entering the office?

March 11, 1974 | Untitled 
 1. The simplicity of this image illustrates the editorial cartoonist’s skill of communicating with symbols.  
     What does the hourglass symbolize?
 2. Who is the figure within the hourglass? Why is he within it rather than viewing it?
 3. What do the sands represent?
 4. On February 6, 1974, the House of Representatives authorized the Judiciary Committee to investigate  
     whether there were grounds to impeach the president. Based on this cartoon, what do you think the   
  committee was finding?
 5. What other symbol would you have used to communicate the idea of this cartoon?

August 9, 1974 | Resignation 
 1. Why is the date of this cartoon significant?
 2. What does the cufflink indicate?
 3. The cartoon illustrates the use of proportion. What does one hand being so much larger than the other  
      indicate?
 4. Herblock uses the minimum of lines. Look at the pose of the larger hand. What does it communicate?
 5. As Herblock drew it, the letter looked very short. What do you think was stated? Why do you think  
     Herblock had the president sign using a fountain pen?



ANSWERS. Herblock | Visual Commentary, 1972-1974

The Watergate Story Timeline highlights significant events from 1968-2008.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/special/watergate/timeline.html 

The Watergate Story Key Characters provides a photograph and brief summary of each individuals 
involvement in the Watergate story. http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/watergate-scandal-key-
players/2012/06/05/gJQAkn1jLV_gallery.html 

 June 20, 1972  | “Who Would Think of Doing Such a Thing?” 
 1. The break-in at the offices of the Democratic National Committee in the    
  Watergate office complex, 2:30 a.m., June 17
 2. The five burglars and the police who arrested them.
 3. Richard Kleindienst was the newly appointed attorney general when the    
  Watergate burglars were arrested. His upward searching eyes might reflect his   
  apprehension and foreshadowing his later decision of choosing loyalty to the president  
  over the law. John Mitchell, Nixon’s former law partner, had been attorney general. He  
  resigned in 1972 to head the Committee for the Re-election of the President. The title  
  of the cartoon is the question they — as well as the public and reporters — are asking.
 4. President Nixon. Perhaps, he is swearing to tell the truth or saying I don’t know.  

   5. Answers will vary. Essentially, labels add depth and extend the context and message 
    of the image.
  

 June 26, 1973 | Nixon awash in his office 
 1. Details in the cartoon (flag of the president, architectural details and desk) and the   
  title indicate this is the Oval Office.
 2. “Awash” means just level with or scarcely above the surface of the water. This   
  nautical terms indicates waves break over the top; overflowing with water as    
  the upper deck of a ship in a heavy sea. The ship of state, as represented by the   
  Oval Office is in trouble.
 3. Review the Watergate Story timeline from June 19-June 13 for arrests, convictions   
  and revelations regarding funding of the burglars and other “plumbers.”
 4. President Nixon. By this date, top White House aides H.R. Haldeman and John   
  Erlichman have resigned. White House counsel John Dean had been fired.
 5. Answers will vary. A year later, on July 28, 1974, Herblock will draw a cartoon with   

    the waves labeled “The Evidence.”

 March 11, 1974 | Untitled
 1. An hourglass symbolizes the passage of time.
 2. The figure in the hourglass is President Richard Nixon. He is facing the passage 
  of time. His fate is to be determined.
 3. Answers will vary. The sand in the lower half might represent requests for documents,  
  his request for executive privilege, his refusal to supply tapes; in the upper half,   
  time before more documents are requested and time before he must face more   
  evidence.
 4. The “ground” under the president’s feet appears to be slipping away, making it more   
  difficult for him to remain standing (in good standing). Time is running out for him.
 5. Answers will vary.



  August 9, 1974 | Resignation
  1. President Nixon had given a televised speech on the evening of August 8, 1974,
   announcing his intention to resign from office on the next day. The cartoon was  
   published on the historic day that a president of the United States resigned.
  2. The hand represents the United States — the Congress and citizens
  3. The president is not more important than the people. No man is above the law. The  
   president is in office by the will of the people.
  4. There are no lines to indicate motion or nervousness. The larger hand is poised.  
   There is no tentativeness about it; it is holding firm in its resolve.
  5. Answers will vary. The letter of resignation is addressed to the Secretary of State,  
   as designated in a 1792 law. It read: Dear Mr. Secretary: I hereby resign the   
    Office of President of the United States. Sincerely, Richard Nixon (signed)

The letter and resignation became effective when Secretary of State Henry Kissinger initialed it at 11:35 a.m. 
on August 9, 1974. (http://www.archives.gov/historical-docs/todays-doc/?dod-date=809)
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RUTH MARCUS

The continuing relevance 
of Watergate
Forty years after he slunk out of office, Richard M. Nixon retains the capacity 

to astonish and disgust.
Just when you thought you could no longer be shocked by Nixon’s willingness 

to abuse power, his seething resentments and paranoia and his florid anti-Semitism, 
another round of tapes emerges.
   To listen to them — I highly recommend HBO’s new “Nixon by Nixon: In His 
Own Words” — is to be reminded, again, of the 37th president’s unrelenting self-
absorption. The question is always about what is best for Nixon, never what is best 
for the country; his willingness to hijack the machinery of government to assure his 
success shows no bounds.

   In Watergate, the crime, it turns out, was even 
worse than the coverup. “I want it implemented 
on a thievery basis,” Nixon explodes at aides. 
“Goddamn it, get in there and get those files. 
Blow the safe and get it.”
   Nixon is referring to an earlier, aborted 
plan to burglarize the Brookings Institution. 
By the time of the break-in at the Democratic 
National Committee — and it took the bungling 
burglars several attempts — Nixon had already 
orchestrated a burglary at the office of Daniel 
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist.
   The coverup was foreordained because of the 
crimes that predated Watergate, Ken Hughes, 

author of “Chasing Shadows: The Nixon Tapes, the Chennault Affair, and the 
Origins of Watergate,” noted at a Post panel I had the privilege of moderating the 
other evening.
   “It was a mind-set of doing anything to advance Nixon’s policies, his political 
stature, and there was no barrier, including the law,” Bob Woodward observed at 
the session commemorating the 40th anniversary of Nixon’s resignation.
   Nixon was, let us hope, a uniquely damaged and dangerous man to have ascended 
to the heights of the presidency. The ensuing scariness of the Watergate moment, as 
the nation watched a White House unravel and the country approach a constitutional 
crisis, was, and thankfully remains, unrivaled in post-Civil War political history.

WASHINGTONPOST.COM
Richard M. Nixon
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   Indeed, Elizabeth Drew, who chronicled the period for the New Yorker, noted 
the deliberate diminishment of Watergate by the practice of appending “gate” to 
every run-of-the-mill scandal, or pseudo-scandal. To take one current example: 
However suspicious you may be of the Internal Revenue Service’s handling of 
conservative groups’ request for tax-exempt status, the evidence amassed so far 
shows no Nixonian plot in which the White House schemed to use the IRS to harass 
political enemies.
   So what is the relevance of Nixon to the modern era?
   It is interesting — notwithstanding Carl Bernstein’s reasonable cautions against 
the impossibility of conducting such “what-if” history — to imagine the Watergate 
episode played out against our modern journalistic and political backdrop.
   Could Woodstein’s sustained, painstaking reporting — and editor Ben Bradlee’s 
judicious willingness not only to print what his reporters had uncovered but also 
to hold back when they did not have the story nailed down hard enough — have 
survived the gotta-have-it-now environment of Twitter and 24/7 cable news?
  That is far from certain.
  Even if it did, would a citizenry now accustomed to picking its media source based 
on its preexisting political dispositions have absorbed the reality? Again, far from 
certain.
   “One of the things that’s totally different today is that a consensus evolved in 
the country . . . based on the best obtainable version of the truth,” Bernstein said. 
“Today, I suspect that if you look at why people are seeking out information, it’s no 
longer predominantly for the best obtainable version of the truth. It’s for partisan 
and ideological ammunition to reinforce what they already believe.”
   Even more important, would our current partisanship-above-all politics have risen 
to the occasion as did the Watergate-era Congress?
   Not to get all misty-eyed about the statesmanship of the Watergate-era Congress:   
“This wasn’t just valor on the part of the Republicans,” Drew recalled. “They were 
scared, and they just wanted to get him out of there to save their own skins.”
   Still, it is hard to imagine the Congress of Darrell Issa or Ted Cruz dealing with 
the Watergate scandal, and there is enough reflexive partisanship among Democrats 
to wonder the same about how they would handle accusations of grave misdeeds 
by a Democratic incumbent. (However repulsive Bill Clinton’s conduct, it wasn’t 
the same.)
   Which means, sadly, that the answer to the question — would a modern-day 
Congress stop a modern-day Nixon? — may be the least certain of all.

Read more from Ruth Marcus’s archive, follow her on Twitter or subscribe to her updates 
on Facebook.


